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      First Offering:    Emperor Wu of Liang ask the great teacher Bodhidharma, “What is 
the primary import of holy enlightenment?”  Bodhidharma said “Vast emptiness, not 
holy.” The Emperor said, “Who is the person facing me?” Bodhidharma said, “No 
consciousness.”  The Emperor does not take up the proposal. Thereupon, Bodhidharma 
crossed over the Yellow River and arrived in the kingdom of Wei.  Afterwards, the 
Emperor was asked by his attendant, “Do you know who that person was?” The Emperor
said “No, I did not know.”  His attendant said, “That was the Bodhisattva Kannon,” and 
the Emperor had great regret and asked someone to go after him and call him back. His 
attendant said, “Even if everyone in the kingdom were to go after him, he would not come
back.”  

What I read today was the entirety of the koan part of the first chapter of the Blue 

Cliff Record.  There are very simple sentences in it and just as it is written in your 

translation, when Emperor Wu of Liang met Bodhidharma, the great teacher, he asked 

him a question, and his question to Bodhidharma was, “What is the true face of 

Buddhism, What is the true essence of Buddhism?”  In response to that, Bodhidharma 

said, “Vast emptiness, not holy.” The essence of Buddhism is “Vast emptiness, no 

holiness.” Having heard this answer, the Emperor looked at Bodhidharma and said, “Who

on earth are you, you who are sitting in front of me, who are standing in front of me, who

are facing me, who are you?” When Bodhidharma answered the Emperor’s question, by 

saying, “Vast emptiness, no holiness,” the Emperor didn’t understand.  

 The true meaning of the Emperor’s question back to Bodhidharma is, “Who are 

you, are you a saint, or are you an ordinary person?” “Are you a man or are you a 

woman, which one?” It is the same as that. I just said, “It could be understood to mean, 

‘Are you a saint or are you an ordinary person?’” but it is also the same to say, “Are you 

a man, or are you a woman?”  

I have to give teisho on that first question and answer of the two more, later, but 

in any case, how did Bodhidharma respond to that?  He just said, “I don’t know. Who am
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I?  I don’t know.” The one answering is Bodhidharma and he says, “Don’t know.  I don’t 

know.”  You have to see that he is answering the question, “Are you a saint or are you an 

ordinary person?”  “Are you a sacred person or are you an everyday person?”  “I don’t 

know,” is the answer. If a person, if a human being is asked, “Are you a man or are you a 

woman?” and answers, “I don’t know, I don’t know anything about that kind of thing?”  

then that is the true answer.  If you answer, “I am a man,” or “I am a woman.”  That is 

not the true answer.  The manifestation of the complete, perfect human, according to 

Buddhism, is neither man nor woman. That is why to answer, “I don’t know,” in response

to “Are you a man or a woman” is the correct answer.  

The Emperor did not understand Bodhidharma’s saying, “I don’t know 

consciousness, either.”  It is a very regrettable thing that he didn’t understand. “Just 

missed, just missed it.” Bodhidharma was probably thinking, at this point, “I know they 

call this Emperor Wu of Liang the Buddhist Emperor, the Buddhist angel, but as a 

practitioner, he just doesn’t cut the muster at all, and that is why he then crossed the 

Yellow River and went to the kingdom of Wei.  

So, we have these two kingdoms mentioned, the kingdom of Liang, and now the 

kingdom of Wei, and it is really necessary to investigate what the differences between the

two were, they were two Chinese kingdoms of the time and you can read about this in 

history books.   And as I mentioned yesterday, that kind of study is a different sort of 

study than Zen study, and it is not necessary for us to directly get into that kind of study 

here.  The upshot is that Bodhidharma separated from Emperor Wu.  When we separate 

from each other that is when we more and more want to meet each other again.  The lover

that we let slip through our fingers and we separated from, that is the lover that we cannot

ever forget, that we end up thinking about more, and more.  It is just like that. But, if you 

are a real Zen student you don’t get tied up by that kind of thing.  But, from my point of 

view, Emperor Wu is not a true practitioner of Buddhism and that is why he is tied up 

with his loving, yearning ness towards Bodhidharma.  

So, then there is this person, in the Japanese pronunciation it Shiko, Master Chi, it

is said in other books. Let’s go with Shiko. Shiko was Emperor Wu’s attendant and he 

was quite famous in Chinese history.  He seemed to have lived the life of a Buddhist 

person and he was the Emperors attendant.  Actually, this Shiko was not the Emperor’s 
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disciple, it was the converse.  The Emperor studied Buddhism under Master Shiko and 

looked up to him as a teacher.  At this point, the Emperor turns to Master Shiko and asks 

him a question.  After being asked about it, Shiko turns to the Emperor and cross 

examines him and says, “Did you know who that was?  So, you have any idea who that 

person was?”  In other words, his question meant “Did you know whether Bodhidharma 

was a saint or an ordinary person?” Then Emperor Wu says, “I don’t know.”  Very 

honestly he answers. 

 Now we see how pitiful Emperor Wu was.  He really was a person who had not 

fathomed Buddhism, yet.  Then Shiko faces the Emperor and says, “Your majesty, I must

tell you that man was a reincarnation of the Bodhisattva, Kannon.”  He says all of that, 

which is really saying too much.  It is going overboard and saying something that he 

didn’t really need to say.  What he is telling Emperor Wu is that Bodhidharma is 

someone who has embodied the essence of Buddhism, who has the true heart of 

Buddhism as his heart.  He says all of this, but it is really off the point, something that he 

doesn’t really need to say.  

Having been told that, Emperor Wu is filled with deep regret, just as if he had let 

his lover slip through his fingers, and he turns to Shiko and says, “Well, if that is the case,

we really must find some way to get him back.”  All men are the same, when we lose our 

lover, we become fools.  But, Shiko says, “Don’t say that.  This is not a situation like 

that.  We should not go running after Bodhidharma and try to pull him back.” When 

Shiko tells the Emperor, “Don’t say that, don’t say that we should run after 

Bodhidharma,” the way that he says, “Don’t say that!” u kota nakare, is very strong.  It is

so strong that even the Emperor could not oppose him after being told, “Don’t say that!”

Shiko follows it up with an even stronger phrase and says, “Even if all of the 

people in the country,” that means that even if all of the people in the country and the city

people were to get together into one mass of people and all tried to get Bodhidharma 

back, he would never come back.  So, this is the whole text of this koan.  

So, now I would like to go back, and as I said yesterday, to explain this one line at

a time.  In an ordinary sense it would be an ordinary lecture, but that is not a teisho and 

Master Engo goes through and in a Zen way, takes up each part of this koan and makes 

his comments on it.  Yesterday, I spoke about how Bodhidharma answered Emperor 
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Wu’s question by saying, “Vast emptiness and nothing holy.”  To take up Engo’s 

comment, I have to talk about this in a way that you can understand this entire koan, the 

way of thinking about this koan.  You have to understand Bodhidharma to be a person 

who saw clearly into the essential principle of Buddhism. And Emperor Wu asks 

Bodhidharma, “What is the cardinal principle, what is the essence of Buddhism?”  In 

response Bodhidharma said, “Vast emptiness, not holy.” So, it is necessary to give an 

explanation.  In the ordinary sense of this phrase, “Vast emptiness, not holiness,” when 

we are in a situation where we are saying, “I am a man” or “I am a woman,” both of 

those, the man and the woman, are not manifestations of the perfect human state.  That is 

at least one way of explaining it in Buddhism. 

 Buddhism teaches that everyone, all the men and all the women, think in a 

similar way in that we all think that when we are in the state of being either a man or a 

woman, not a perfect person, “I want to manifest the perfect condition.”  “I would like to 

experience the manifestation of perfection.” We have the arising of this branch of study 

called psychology and it is natural that psychology was born because we all are in this 

state of wanting to, hoping to , wishing to, manifest the state of perfect human ness. From

the Buddhist point of view psychology is the study of what it means to manifest the state 

of perfect human ness. Among us here, there are some psychiatrists, and they should 

know this, already, you would think. 

You all are wishing for, hoping for, the wisdom that knows what the state of 

perfection is.  Maybe you don’t think that you’re thinking about that, maybe you have 

never thought about what is a perfect human, but Buddhism says that you must think 

about that.  Both a man and a woman are in a similar situations in that being either man 

or woman, they are certainly are not the manifestation of the complete, perfect human.  

So, what is this state?  What is this condition that we call the complete, perfect person, 

the perfect human?  Buddhism demands that we investigate this. 

When we were young, we all were the same in this.  We would hear the Roshi’s 

talk and because he was talking about the manifestation of perfection, of the perfect 

person, it was so tranquil, so peaceful, to hear that, Ahhh, “the perfect person,” our heads 

would bob like eggplants in the wind and we would get a nice rest.   But, not you folks, 

you sit there wide awake.  What good students you are. 
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So, what is this state of manifestation of the perfect human?  It is the state of will-

lessness, perfect will-lessness.  It is the state of napping, because napping is almost 

perfect will-lessness.  Of course that is not a complete explanation and I’ll have to talk 

more completely about it, but just as one way of understanding it, we can understand the 

perfect condition as the condition of being asleep.  The manifestation of the activity of 

will-lessness, everyone has experienced that, Tathagata Zen teaches.  

Baamm, you heard that sound, didn’t you?  When you heard that sound, you heard

it will-lessly.  If you could truly manifest the wisdom that knew what that will-less 

hearing is, then you would also know the manifestation of the state of the perfect human. 

The state of will-less activity in Buddhism is called mumyo, no knowing, avijja, 

primordial ignorance.  It is neither saintly nor ordinary.  But, if you interpret it in that 

way, it is an academic interpretation, not a Zen interpretation. The will-less state is will 

less, so if we human beings with our will say this and that about it, it is a mistake.  It is 

being tied up by consciousness. 

 Baamm, the sound manifests will-lessly, and the hearing of the sound manifests 

will-lessly.  It is that the activity of being and non-being, are mutually, simultaneously, 

experiencing each other.  It is simply the ignorance of Baamm being manifest.  The 

moment that you try to explain it from your human point of view, from the point of view 

of consciousness, then it is just a bunch of blah, blah, blahs.  After the activity of will 

lessly hearing Baamm occur, then the "I am" is again manifest. “Ahhh, that was great.” 

“Ahhh, yes, that was wonderful.”  You say all kinds of things.  In the state of being and 

non-being experiencing each other, there is no "I am" self, there is no good or bad.  That 

state of being and non-being experiencing each other is, according to Buddhism, neither 

good nor not good.  It is also called the manifestation of the original face. 

 It is inevitable that being and non-being manifest the state of meeting each other. 

Actually, right now, we men and women are meeting each other.  Without fail, this place 

of meeting appears.  Having met, it is also just as inevitable that the two will break 

through that meeting and being will experience non-being , and simultaneously non-being

will experience being, and then the will less world, the world of mumyo, the world of 

primordial ignorance in which the "I am" has been dissolved, will be manifest.  And 
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when that state breaks apart then again, the “I am” appear.  And that "I am" now takes 

both being and non-being as objects.  

For example, we can say that the man says, “I'm a man, and I guess there is no 

way around it, I really do like women.”  And the woman says, “I am a woman and I like 

men.”  This is how the "I am" self takes both being and non being as objects.  This is 

important, so I’ll take a little more time to talk about it.  The perfect state is experienced, 

but then when eyes open, from the manifestation of that perfect state, after the 

manifestation of that perfect state, then an "I am" self is manifest.  As I said, the 

manifestation of the unity of being and non-being is called mumyo, ignorance, primordial 

ignorance that is neither good nor evil.  To try to explain it further, we can say that it is a 

state of stupidity, of dumbness, but it is not stupid.  It is a state of blindness, but is not 

blindness.  It is neither benevolent nor blind.   When awakening occurs, after the 

experience of mumyo, we think that “Oh, yes,  that was reality.”

As I spoke about briefly yesterday, we people cannot live with love.  It is really 

true, we can’t live without love.  The manifestation of real love, the love of reality, true 

love, is the manifestation of mumyo, primordial ignorance, which can neither be talked 

about as an object of being or non-being.  No one can take mumyo as…[tape change]  If 

there were to be some kind of God that were to manifest in this world then the foundation

of the source of that God, would also be mumyo.  When Buddhism talks about sacredness

or holiness, the foundation of that also is mumyo, also is the manifestation of true love.  

All existent things, everything, has appeared in this world doing that same activity of 

appearing.  Before that appearance what was there?  There was the state of the 

foundation, the state of the source, the manifestation of mumyo, ignorance, this thing that 

no one can see and no one can avoid.  

So, we have this thing, mumyo, avijja, true love, the manifestation of the original 

face, and Zen says very clearly, that you cannot study that in an academic way.  It is 

something that is totally different than academic study.  This state of mumyo, avijja, this 

state of the original face, is something, that all experience, absolutely everyone has 

experienced it in their moments of peace.  This mumyo, this state of the manifestation of 

true love is a foundation of us all, is all of our origins, and so after we appear from that 

and manifest an "I am" self, it is natural that we should yearn for that again.  So, we are 
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told, this is something that you should contemplate, this is the kind of thing that you 

should be thinking about.  It is our very nature to yearn for the manifestation of our true 

selves.  The manifestation of the true self is that manifestation of true love.  

You must carefully practice so that you can have the experience of true love, for 

yourself.  The experience of true love is the incomparable one and only experience that 

has no second.  Your practice is geared toward experiencing that.  Someone manifests 

true love, someone experiences true love, and after that, it is always the same, that person

sheds tears, is moved to tears.  If you are not moved to shedding tears, and you think that 

it might have been true love, it wasn’t true love.  

Emperor Wu faces Bodhidharma and asks him what the essence of Buddhism is, 

and Bodhidharma says, “It’s true love, its avijja, its mumyo.” That is what “Vast 

emptiness, nothing holy means.”

So, let’s say that anybody having heard all this should understand the importance 

of true love. If we attempt to teach about true love from an academic point of view, then 

we should have to start by saying, true love is the most important, the greatest, the most 

supreme thing.  So, it is quite something to try to teach about.  What about these 

comments by Master Engo.  This are also trying to explain what is going on.  In this case 

it would be trying to explain what, not in an academic way, not like in a lecture, but in a 

very abbreviated, short, to the point way, what “Vast emptiness, nothing holy means.” 

And I would like to talk about Engo’s comments after I have talked about the entire koan,

I’ll come back and talk about it.  And then it says, the Emperor says, “Who is the person 

facing me?”  This shows that although Bodhidharma demonstrated in front of the 

Emperor, mumyo, avijja, “Vast emptiness, nothing holy,” the emperor didn’t understand 

that.  

Emperor Wu studied Buddhism as an academic study, but as for the experience of

it, he seems to have had none.  But, he can ask good questions.  What about you who are 

directly facing me now, who are you?  Are you an ordinary person, a common person, or 

are you a saintly, holy person?  It is a very sharply stated question.  So, it seems as if 

Emperor Wu had very closely studied, as an academic subject, these questions, like what 

is a subject?  What is an object?  What is the being activity?  What is the non-being 

activity?  Very sharp question, but how did Bodhidharma reply.  The essence of his reply 
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is, “I'm bored of all that stuff.  I am bored of that kind of question. Don’t bother me with 

that.”  It is really true, for someone like Bodhidharma who had experienced the world of 

mumyo, of avijja, those kinds of things are no longer questions.  “I don’t know about that

kind of junk.” 

Okay, so we are out of time for today.  But, I just wanted to say, one other kind of

separate thing about if you are being the densu, you have to really chant out when you 

chant, because chanting means to manifest the activity of mumyo. Actually all of you 

have to do this, when you are doing your chanting practice, you have to manifest the 

mumyo self. Some people pop up and, every now and again say, “I don’t like this 

chanting of the sutras that I don’t know what they mean.  To chant without understanding

the meaning has no benefit.”  But, that is a mistake.  In Tathagata Zen chanting is, “I 

don’t know.” 

 It is fine to not know, but you should know the nature of the "I am," that is doing 

that chanting.   Sometimes that "I am" is manifesting itself as the subject and sometimes 

as the object.  If all the men and the women are manifesting the mumyo, primordial 

ignorance self, then they are all manifesting one world together. Even if hundreds of men 

and women were to be gathered together, chanting at the same time, they would be 

manifesting one world. To manifest the world that has no meaning, that is the tenet of 

chanting.  So, having that in mind, the densu begins the chanting. 

But, it seems kind of difficult in America, especially for the women.  They have 

those womanly voices and it is nice, and it is chanting, but it is not really chanting.  You 

know, it is kind of okay, because I am sure that is the way that you were taught to sing, 

but it is different from the way that I try to teach you to chant.  Now I have lost my voice 

in my old age, so I can’t teach chanting, but in the old days, I spent quite a bit of time 

teaching chanting.  A man has to lose his manhood; a woman must lose her woman ness 

in the chanting, that is the kind of chanting you have to do.  [Roshi demonstrates: na mu 

kara tan no]  Put strength in your belly and chant like that.  That, I think that is the way 

that I used to teach.  There might be some recordings left of my chanting from the old, 

old, old, days.  Maybe you could find some of those.  

You have to forget that you are a woman.  If you are a man, forget that you are a 

man.  That’s chanting.  I just happened to notice it recently so, I just wanted to mention it.
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The End
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